BEAUTIFY THE WORLD BY TRANSFORMING GARBAGE INTO AN EXHIBITION (DAIRY ARTS CENTER, FEBRUARY 2019)

ANGIE ENG, THE ARTIST BEHIND THE "TOUCH"

YOUth ART WORKSHOP: MAGNETIC MANdALa MAKING WITH ANGIE ENG

JUNE 9, 7:00 PM

STEVE MATTESON, TYPE DIRECTOR, MONOTYPE

BRIAH DANSE:

LEGENDS & LEGACIES...

UNsPOKEN WORDS

JUNE 9 - 16

XANADU

PARLANDO SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS:

JUNE 20 - 23

ONE of Boulder's most popular "top shelf" events is back! Join us for the 7th annual Moovers and Shakers Cocktail Competition to celebrate the art of the cocktail. Moovers and Shakers feature mixologists from some of Boulder's top restaurants, including Mateo: Restaurant Provençal, Blackbelly, Zolo Southwestern Grill, PMG Wine, Arcana and 24 Carrot Bistro serving up fresh new cocktails featuring Vapor Distillery's Boulder Ginskey.

Guests receive a souvenir glass, sample refreshing cocktails and accompanying small bites.

The truly dazzling and beautiful choreography is performed to a score composed by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov (excerpts from Arabian Nights), our own Colorado Composer Bruce Klepper and various Middle-Eastern music with a taste of Bollywood.

Choreographed and directed by Amanda McKerraw and John Gardner from the Antony Tudor Trust, these works have been coached and mounted by Logic, Mondo Robot, and SRG.

Unspoken Words is a contemporary ballet company - presenting works from legends in the dance world to contemporary new works from today's choreographers.

As a designated company for the reconstruction of Antony Tudor repertoire, BRIAH Project'19 will present works from the Antony Tudor Trust; Rome's Farewell; Leaves Are Fading and Cereus.

As part of Legends & Legacies, Cleo Parker Robinson will present Mary Don't You Weep for Me in this program. New Works from Guest Artists, Domenico Luciano (Attraversiamo) and Amanda McKerraw and John Gardner from the Antony Tudor Trust will present works from the Antony Tudor Trust; Rome's Farewell; Leaves Are Fading and Cereus.

Unspoken Words is a contemporary ballet company - presenting works from legends in the dance world to contemporary new works from today's choreographers.

As a designated company for the reconstruction of Antony Tudor repertoire, BRIAH Project'19 will present works from the Antony Tudor Trust; Rome's Farewell; Leaves Are Fading and Cereus.

As part of Legends & Legacies, Cleo Parker Robinson will present Mary Don't You Weep for Me in this program. New Works from Guest Artists, Domenico Luciano (Attraversiamo) and Amanda McKerraw and John Gardner from the Antony Tudor Trust will present works from the Antony Tudor Trust; Rome's Farewell; Leaves Are Fading and Cereus.

Unspoken Words is a contemporary ballet company - presenting works from legends in the dance world to contemporary new works from today's choreographers.

As a designated company for the reconstruction of Antony Tudor repertoire, BRIAH Project'19 will present works from the Antony Tudor Trust; Rome's Farewell; Leaves Are Fading and Cereus.

As part of Legends & Legacies, Cleo Parker Robinson will present Mary Don't You Weep for Me in this program. New Works from Guest Artists, Domenico Luciano (Attraversiamo) and Amanda McKerraw and John Gardner from the Antony Tudor Trust will present works from the Antony Tudor Trust; Rome's Farewell; Leaves Are Fading and Cereus.

Unspoken Words is a contemporary ballet company - presenting works from legends in the dance world to contemporary new works from today's choreographers.

As a designated company for the reconstruction of Antony Tudor repertoire, BRIAH Project'19 will present works from the Antony Tudor Trust; Rome's Farewell; Leaves Are Fading and Cereus.

As part of Legends & Legacies, Cleo Parker Robinson will present Mary Don't You Weep for Me in this program. New Works from Guest Artists, Domenico Luciano (Attraversiamo) and Amanda McKerraw and John Gardner from the Antony Tudor Trust will present works from the Antony Tudor Trust; Rome's Farewell; Leaves Are Fading and Cereus.
**DAIRY ARTS CENTER:**
**Community Yoga**  
**JUNE 22**  
Ashah Sommers and Julia Horn are offering a series of community yoga events for the summer to highlight organizations and institutions in Boulder that are doing awesome work, from science to art to agriculture and beyond. These donation-based gatherings will involve light hearted yoga with live music, with a chance for the public to learn about the efforts going on in the particular location - in a fun, casual, uplifting setting. Join us in the lobby of the Dairy Arts Center for this community yoga session!

**HANNAH KAHN DANCE COMPANY:**
**Juxtaposition and Other Dances**  
**JUNE 22 & 23**  
The company’s recent performances in NYC were described by reviewer Mindy Aloff as “unique in quality…. achieving the effect that the music and the dance had been born together”. For these shows, the dancers will bring to fruition seven works including a premiere set to the music of Denver’s own Chappell Kingsland, professor at the Lamont School of Music.

**Mountain Flower Goat Dairy comes to the DAIRY!**  
**JUNE 26, 6:00 PM**  
Join Mountain Flower Goat Dairy for a fabulous night of food, drink, and laughter at the Dairy Arts Center Wednesday June 26th, 6-8:30pm. Enjoy appetizers, wine, beer, and live music; Bid on local specialties in the silent auction; And meet very special guests, who were born this spring! Funds raised will support education programs, special little guests, who were born this spring! The Royal Players Guild seeks to bring art and action together for the greater benefit of the community. Inviting the community, artists, mental health professionals, and local area businesses to come together to discuss the ways we bring awareness and take action on mental health.

**DAIRY ARTS CENTER:**
**Boulder Magic Show**  
**JUNE 29**  
Following three sold-out shows in a row, Braden Carlisle continues to curate the best magic: With styles ranging from mentalism to comedy, Braden will leave you laughing harder than you thought possible at a magic show! As a lover of all things magic, Braden is also a published author of the magic theory book “Agree to Disagree” and hosts a weekly magic podcast titled “Awesome People Talking”. He will be joined by two other performers for these shows.

**EXCESSIVE REALNESS:**
**The SPILL**  
**JUNE 29**  
The SPILL is unlike any other performance in Boulder. It is a queer, dance-based performance of 7 artists that have come from across the United States to teach at Excessive Realness, a queer dance intensive for LGBTQIA+ people. The SPILL re-imagines the current US dance climate through various performances that offer multiple expressions of queerness through many other identities. In The SPILL, the audience will experience Afro-Brazilian, House, Modern, and Drag, all of which challenge simplistic and dominant ideals of queerness that LGBTQIA+ people face daily. We invite the audience to attend with their own experiences and glamorous expressions of queerness to add to the evening. Let's get REAL! This event is free and open to the public - no advance reservations.

**FLATIRONS CHAMBER MUSIC FESTIVAL:**
**Let’s Dance**  
**JUNE 29**  
Come Celebrate the Final Evening of the 2019 Season of the Flatirons Chamber Music Festival! The evening will feature thrilling, dance-inspired music by Brahms, Schoenfeld, and Britten, in addition to the World Premiere of a piece by our Composer-In-Residence Benjamin Park. The evening will feature internationally acclaimed artists Jamie Clark, Alex Gonzalez, Celia Hatton, Gamal Kamins, Kerry Kavalio, Kenny Lee, Natalie Lin, Morten Lyngs, Benjamin Park, Sophie Scolnik-Brower, Deborah Song, and Patrick Yim. These artists come from around the world, representing prestigious institutions including The Copenhagen Philharmonic, The Eastman School of Music, The Juilliard School, The New England Conservatory, Rice University, The Royal College of Music, The Royal Danish Academy, and more!

**TRUTH BE TOLD:**
**Boulder’s Story Slam**  
**JUNE 30**  
We give you the theme. You bring a story. Five minutes tops. Must be true. Told by heart. Put your name in the hat and cross your fingers that you get called (or that you don’t!). If your name gets drawn, you’ll be invited to come to the stage and tell your true, five-minute story–without notes. This month’s theme is PLANT. If you don’t want the mic this time, just come listen to a great night of storytelling!